In this paper we consider the closed-Imp asymptotic stability of the model predictive control scheme which involves the minimization of a quadratic criterion with a varying weight on the end-pint state. In particular, we investigate the stability properties of the (MF'C-) controlled system as function of the end-pint penalty and provide a useful parametrization of the class of end-point penalties for which stability of the controlled system can be guaranteed. The results are successfully applied for the implementation of an MPC controller of a binary distillation process.
Introduction
Model predictive or receding horizon controllers have received a great deal of attention and receive an ever growing interest for applications in industrial process control. Nevertheless, the stability of model predictive control schemes is difficult to analyze and few results are known which guarantee stability of model predictive controllers. See, for example, [3, [7] [8] [9] 13, 14, 16] for various accounts on the stability of receding horizon controllers for linear and non-linear systems, with and without constrained inputs. It is well known that conditions on the terminal state are important to enforce stability of the controlled system. For linear time-invariant dynamical systems, this amounts to minimizing a quadratic cost criterion with an end-point penalty on the terminal state of the control horizon. In this paper we will analyze the stability properties of the controlled system as function of the end-point penalty of the criterion function. The effect of finite end-point penalties on the stability of receding horizon schemes has been investigated in [I, 121 for discrete time systems and in (7.9.121 for continuous time systems. all these papers provide sufficient conditions for stability of controlled systems based on monotonicity results of Riccati equations and linear matrix inequalities. The main result in this paper provides an explicit parametrization of a class of end-point penalties for which exponential stability of the controlled system can be guaranteed. The result is based on a different technique and is a generalization of [I51 to the case of non-square systems. We apply this result for The problem is formalized in Section 2, main results are collected in Section 3, the application is given in Section 4.
All proofs are deferred to the Appendix.
As for the notation, 6 2 denotes the standard Hilbert space of complex valued functions which are square integrable on the unit circle. We denote by e 2 the normed space of discrete time series (on Z) which are square summable. RHm is the Hardy space of complex valued rational functions, which are boundedon {z E C I ILL z 1).
Problem fnmulation
Consider a linear discrete-time plant described by y = Pu where U is them dimensional input, y is the p dimensional output, and P ( z ) is a real rational proper transfer function.
Identify the plant with its graph
where col(., .) means stacking subsequent entries. Hence, grapb(P) is the collection of all possible 62-hounded inputoutput pairs which are compatible with the plant. It is well known [I71 that P allows a right coprime factorization* P = N D-' over R H , and that for any such factorization
where col(N, D ) is viewed as a multiplicative operator with domain 67. Such a factorization is normalized if G := col(N, D) is inner, that is, G E RHg,m+P'Xm and G is norm preserving in the sense that IICull2 = llulll for all U E 6 2 .
Normalized right coprime factorizations of P exist [ 171 and we suppose that which we will call the receding horizon or modelpredictive confmller for the plant.
The problem we address in this paper concerns the sfability of the system (I) when controlled by (5).
Definition 2.1 (Problem formulation)
The receding horizon conrmlpmblem with stability [RHCPS] is to find E = E' such that the controlled system (1)- (5) belong to the open unit disc of complex points z E C with IZI c 1.
It is well known that the control law 
For all E satisfying:
where X = X T commutes with AAT and satisfies X' > AAT, we have that the receding horizon controller ( 5 ) achieves exponential stability of the controlled system.
We would like to emphasize the importance of the above result. First, Theorem 3.2 gives an explicit set of end-point penalties E for which the receding horizon optimal controller stabilizes the system. Since Q -/ 5 0, this set may include non-positive definite end-point weights. Second, note that the conditions for X are independent of the control horizon N, the limit of (I) . If E = ll with II the unique non-negativehefinite implies that the receding horizon controller stabilizes the system with decreasing end-point penalties, as the control
There exists an obvious intuitive idea that an increase ofthe end-point penalty will preserve exponential stability. We were not able to establish this result. Let us formally present our conjecture: 
MPC control
Physical parameters of the plant are obtained from [5] and given in Table 1 , Using a bilinear transformation, the con- with n = 20, rn = 3 and p = 2. The MF' C controller ( 5 ) is implemented with various end-point penalties E and control horizons N. Results are given in Table 2 
Taking the inverse on both sides yields, after some rearrangements, 2. The proof of item 2 is quite straightforward when we use the property of commuting X and AAT. Note that, when A is invertible we have by construction, X1 = X and hence:
A,' = ( x -I ) (x -A A~) -' A.
(14)
In general, we can establish by a perturbation argument that The proof of the result then follows immediately.
